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QUESTION 1

A large financial services company has used 2 types of Oracle DB Systems. In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

(OCI) to store user dat. 

One is running on a VM.Standard2.8 shape and the other on a VM.Standard 2.4 shape. 

As business grows, data is growing rapidly on both the databases and performance is also degrading. 

The company wants to address this problem with a viable and economical solution. 

As the solution architect for that company you have suggested that they move their databases to 

Autonomous Transaction Processing Serverless (ATP-S) database. 

Which two factors should you consider before you arrived at that recommendation? 

A. You verified that ATP S supports the database features and options currently being used by the 2 databases. 

B. Validate that ATP-S will support the storage and processing requirements for the 2 databases over the life cycle of
the business applications. 

C. Confirm that ATP-S allows customers to compress tablespaces to reduce storage costs 

D. Upon provisioning, ATP-S automatically scales up CPU to meet the application\\'s processing requirements. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Not all features present in Oracle Database Enterprise Edition are available in ATP, and some some Oracle Database
features are restricted, for example, database features designed for administration are not available. so you need to
validate it first, You can find a complete list of the features that are not supported, https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas
/atp-cloud/atpug/experienced-database-users.html#GUID58EE6599-6DB4-4F8E-816D-0422377857E5 Also, you must
specify the initial storage required for your database but ADB is elastic, so it is possible to grow or shrink your database
as needed. 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization has its IT infrastructure in a hybrid setup with an on-premises environment and an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) in the us-phonix-1 region. The on- premise applications
communications with compute instances inside the VPN over a hardware VPN connection. They are looking to
implement an Intrusion detected and Prevention (IDS/IPS) system for their OCI environment. This platform should have
the ability to scale to thousands of compute of instances running inside the VCN. How should they architect their
solution on OCI to achieve this goal? 

A. Set up an OCI Private Load Balance! and configure IDS/IPS related health checks at TCP and/or HTTP level to
inspect traffic 

B. Configure each host with an agent that collects all network traffic and sends that traffic to the IDS/IPS platform to
inspection 

C. There Is no need to implement an IPS/IDS system as traffic coming over IPSec VPN tunnels Is already encrypt 
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D. Configure autoscaling on a compute Instance pool and set vNIC to promiscuous mode to called traffic across the vcn
and send it IDS/IPS platform for inspection. 

Correct Answer: B 

in Transit routing through a private IP in the VCN you set up an instance in the VCN to act as a firewall or intrusion
detection system to filter or inspect the traffic between the on-premises network and Oracle Services Network. The
Networking service lets you implement network security functions such as intrusion detection, application-level firewalls
In fact, the IDS model can be host-based IDS (HIDS) or network-based IDS (NIDS). HIDS is installed at a host to
periodically monitor specific system logs for patterns of intrusions. In contrast, an NIDS sniffs the traffic to analyze
suspicious behaviors. A signature-based NIDS (SNIDS) examines the traffic for patterns of known intrusions. SNIDS
can quickly and reliably diagnose the attacking techniques and security holes without generating an over-whelming
number of false alarms because SNIDS relies on known signatures. However, anomaly-based NIDS (ANIDS) detects
unusual behaviors based on statistical methods. ANIDS could detect symptoms of attacks without specific knowledge of
details. However, if the training data of the normal traffic are inadequate, ANIDS may generate a large number of false
alarms. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a solutions architect for a global health care company which has numerous data centers around the globe. Due
to the ever growing data that your company is storing, you were Instructed to set up a durable, cost effective solution to
archive you data from your existing on-premises tape based backup Infrastructure to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI).
What is the most-effective mechanism to Implement this requirement? 

A. Use the File Storage Service in OCI and copy the data from your existing tape based backup to the shared file
system 

B. Setup an on premises OCI Storage Gateway which will back up your data to OCI Object Storage Archive
tier.(Correct) 

C. Setup an on premises OCI Storage Gateway which will back up your data to OCI object Storage Standard tier. Use
Object Storage life cycle policy management to move any data older than 30 days from Standard to Archive tier. 

D. Setup an on-promises OCI Storage Gateway which will back up your data to OCI Object Storage Standard 

E. Setup fastConnect to connect your on premises network to your OCI VCN and use rsync tool to copy your data to
OCI Object Storage Archive tier. 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers two distinct storage tiers for you to store your unstructured data. Use the Object
Storage Standard tier for data to which you need fast, immediate, and frequent access. Use the Archive Storage
service\\'s Archive tier for data that you access infrequently, but which must be preserved for long periods of time. Both
storage tiers use the same manageable resources (for example, objects and buckets). The difference is that when you
upload a file to Archive Storage, the object is immediately archived. Before you can access an archived object, you must
first restore the object to the Standard tier. you can use Storage Gateway to move files to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Archive Storage as a cost effective backup solution. You can move individual files and compressed or uncompressed
ZIP or TAR archives. Storing secondary copies of data is an ideal use case for Storage Gateway. 

 

QUESTION 4

A large London based eCommerce company is running Oracle DB System Virtual RAC database on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) for their eCommerce application activity. They are launching a new product soon, which is expected
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to sell in large quantities all over the world. The application architecture should have minimal cost, no data loss, no
performance impacts during the database backup windows and should have minimal downtime. 

A. Launch a new VM RAC database in another availability domain, launch a compute instance, deploy Oracle
GoldenGate on it and then configure it to replicate the data from the eCommerce Database over to the new RAC
database using GoldenGate. Take backups from the new VM RAC database. 

B. Turn off automated backups from the eCommerce database, implement Oracle Data Guard with the Standby
database deployed on another availability domain, take backups from the standby database. 

C. Launch a new VM RAC database in another availability domain, launch a compute instance, deploy Oracle
GoldenGate on it and then configure bi-directional replication from the eCommerce Database over to the new VM RAC
database using GoldenGate. Take backups from the new VM RAC database. 

D. Turn off automatic backups from the eCommerce database, implement Oracle Active Data Guard with the standby
database deployed on another availability domain, and take backups from the standby database. 

Correct Answer: C 

Active Data Guard or GoldenGate are used for disaster recovery when fast recovery times or additional levels of data
protection are required. And offload queries and backup to standby system. Oracle GoldenGate to support a disaster
recovery site is to have a working bi-directional data flow, from the primary system to the live-standby system and vice
versa. 

DataGuard and Automatic Backup You can enable the Automatic Backup feature on a database with the standby role in
a Data Guard association. However, automatic backups for that database will not be created until it assumes the
primary role. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working with a customer who needs to attach an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) block volume to a VM
instance with read/write access type. The customer wants to know if the number of IOPS and throughput performance
differs between the following two choices: ?Option A: attach a single 1 TB block volume to the VM instance ?Option B:
attach two separate 500 GB block volumes In a RAID 0 array configuration to the VM instance You can assume that the
customer is using iSCSI attachment type to attach the volumes to the instance. In addition, you can assume 1 MB block
size for throughput and 4 KB block size for IOPS consideration. 

How should you respond to the customer? 

A. Option B provides higher level of throughput, but lower level of IOPS performance. 

B. Both options provide the same number of IOPS and throughput performance. 

C. Option A provides better IOPS, but lower throughput performance. 

D. Option B provides better IOPS and throughput performance. 

Correct Answer: B 
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